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(57) ABSTRACT

A method for controlling a pedometer includes the steps of:
generating a signal correlated to movements ofa user of the
pedometer: and detecting steps ol‘lhe user on the basis ol‘the
signal. The method moreover envisages the steps ofchecking
whether sequences of detected steps satisfy pre-determined
conditions of regularity; updating a total number of valid
steps if the conditions of regularity are satisfied; and prevent—
ing the updating of the total number of valid steps if the
conditions of regularity are not satisfied.

26 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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1
METHOD FOR CONTROLLING A

PEDOMETER BASED ON THE USE OF
INERTIAL SENSORS AND PEDOMETER

IMPLEMENTING THE METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to controlling a pedometer
based on the use of inertial sensors.

2. Description of the Related Art

As is known, a pedometer is a device that can be carried by
a user and has the function of counting the number of steps
during various walking or running activities for estimating
accordingly the distance traveled. The indications supplied
are useful for quantifying the motor activity performed by a
person in the course ofa givenperiod, for instance, for clinical
purposes, for assessing the athletic performance, or evenjust
for simple personal interest.

The reliability of a pedometer obviously depends on the
precision in estimating the step length of the user at the
various rates of locomotion, but also on the selectivity in
recognizing and ignoring events not correlated to the gait,
which, however, cause perturbations resembling those pro-
duced by a step. For example, many pedometers are based on
the use of inertial sensors, which detect accelerations along a
substantially vertical axis, and recognize that a step has been
being made by a user when the time plot of the acceleration
signal shows given morphological characteristics. Basically,
a step is recognized when the pedometer detects a positive
acceleration peak (i.e., a peak directed upwards) having an
amplitude greater than a first threshold, followed, at a dis-
tance of some tenths of second, by a negative acceleration
peak (directed downwards) having an amplitude greater than
a second threshold. However, there are many random events
that can interfere with correct recognition of the step. Impact
or other external vibrations and given movements of the user
can, in fact, give rise to so-called “false positives”, i.e., to
events that are recognized as steps even though in actual fact
they are not, because the morphological characteristics pro-
duced are compatible. Events of this type are very frequent
also in periods of rest, when the user, albeit not walking, in
any case performs movements that can be detected by the
pedometer. In the majority of cases, also “isolated” steps or
very brief sequences of steps are far from significant and
should preferably be ignored because they are, in effect, irrel-
evant in regard to assessment of the motor activity for which
the pedometer is being used.

Ofcourse, in all these situations, the count ofthe steps may
prove to be completely erroneous.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One embodiment of the present invention is a method for
controlling a pedometer and a pedometer which overcome the
described above limitations.

One embodiment is a method for controlling a pedometer.
The method includes: generating a signal correlated to move-
ments of a user of the pedometer; detecting steps of the user
based on the signal; checking whether sequences of the
detected steps satisfy pre-determined conditions of regular-
ity; updating a total number of valid steps if the conditions of
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regularity are satisfied; and preventing updating of the total
number of valid steps if the conditions of regularity are not
satisfied.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding ofthe invention, an embodiment
thereof is now described, purely by way of non-limiting
example and with reference to the attached plate ofdrawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 shows a simplified and partially sectioned perspec-
tive view of a portable electronic device incorporating a
pedometer according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the pedometer of
FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 shows a flowchart corresponding to a control
method according to the present invention executed by the
pedometer of FIGS. 1 and 2;

FIG. 4 is a more detailed flowchart corresponding to a first
step of the method of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a graph that represents first quantities used in the
method according to the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a graph that represents second quantities used in
the method according to the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a more detailed flowchart corresponding to a
second step of the method of FIG. 3; and

FIG. 8 is a more detailed flowchart corresponding to a third
step of the method of FIG. 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, a pedometer 1 is inte-
grated within a portable electronic device, such as a cell
phone 2. The pedometer 1 comprises an inertial sensor 3, a
control unit 5, equipped with a nonvolatile-memory module
(not illustrated herein), a display 6, and a communication
interface 8, all housed on a card 9, which is, in turn, fixed
within a casing 10 of the cell phone 2. In the embodiment
described herein, the control unit 5 performs control func-
tions of the pedometer 1 and, moreover, presides over bi-
directional communication and over handling of the func-
tions envisaged for the cell phone 2. Likewise, the display 6,
which is obviously arranged so as to be visible from the
outside of the casing 10, can be used for displaying both
information regarding the pedometer 1 and, more in general,
information regarding the operation of the cell phone 2.

The inertial sensor 3 is a linear accelerometer of a MEMS

(micro-electromechanical systems) type and is mounted on
the card 9 so as to have a detection axis Z substantially parallel
to a longitudinal axis L ofthe casing 10 ofthe cell phone 2. In
practice, the detection axis Z and the longitudinal axis L are
substantially horizontal, when the cell phone 2 is resting on a
surface, and substantially vertical or slightly inclined with
respect to the vertical when the cell phone 2 is handled. The
inertial sensor 3 supplies at output an acceleration signal AZ,
which is correlated to the accelerations undergone by the
inertial sensor 3 itself along the detection axis Z.

The control unit 5 receives and processes the acceleration
signal AZ as explained in detail hereinafter for identifying and
counting a total number of valid steps NVT made by a user
wearing or carrying the pedometer 1, for example, on his belt
or on his shoulder. In addition, the control unit 5 is preferably
configured for generating an estimate of the distance traveled
by the user and other data, such as, for example, estimates of
the average speed during movement and energy consumption.
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